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Informer

Now Open!

The BoilerHouse is much more modern
than the Museum was and the new shop

The central feature us the new Boiler
Game. This is where a lot of the money
went. And it was money well spent,
everyone from 6 to 60 and beyond plays
You will recognise some
features salvaged from
the old Museum including
Alec Riddett’s painting
of a steam boat with its
engine and boiler. The
door from the old GJC
office is now the
entrance to let us get

Chairman's Notes
Steve Bowyer
I think we should all be
pretty proud of having delivered The
BoilerHouse project and having
breathed new life into Foxton Locks.
Penny and Mike have been at the
sharp end of things.
I know both have agonised over
many elements of what we have
created; they persevered, dealt with
the challenges (and there have been a
number) and worked tirelessly to
make The BoilerHouse what it is
today - a modern, informative and
engaging space that I know the public
will enjoy.
I have been very impressed that
Mike has been able to embrace
transforming the Foxton Canal
Museum into something he, and the
rest of us, can be very proud of.
We could not have done the work
without the support of our
Volunteers, both in clearing the space
and returning the objects to the
building. Hundreds of hours were
given freely.
Penny has surely demonstrated
that we were absolutely right to ask
her to take on the longer-term
management of The BoilerHouse; her
commitment and dedication have been
tremendous. I know Mike has great
confidence that the future of The
BoilerHouse is in safe hands.

And let us not forget you as
Trustees, Members, (and, in Mike C's
case, "secretary extraordinaire”). You
(and your predecessors) kept the
Trust going over the past 3 decades.
You have given your time and
supported some of the challenging
decisions we needed to make along
the way.
In particular, you were willing to
commit the Trust’s hard won funds to
make this all possible. And these
funds needed some raising; indeed,
without the recent years of festival
success we would not have been able
to afford this project together with
the (yet to be progressed) roof
insulation.
A collective “Jolly well done" is
called for. We are planning an official
opening in June when we know
everyone we need to thank is
available.
Of course, all is not done.
In the short-term we need to get the
message out that The BoilerHouse is
a great place to visit and Foxton
Locks is even better than before.
Please do all that you can, For the
longer term there is an emerging
proposal to better manage the site
and an opportunity for all the Foxton
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businesses to work more closely
together for their mutual benefit.
Get this right and there will be HLF
funding and a new, more achievable,
plan for Foxton.
At the AGM We will say farewell
to Richard Pickering who has done a
wonderful job for us.
For many reasons the AGM is the
right time for me personally to stand

Sorry! by Mike Beech
A big apology that Informer is so
late. We have all been working flat

down.
I hope you think that we will leave
the place just a little better than I
found it.
Thanks for your support along
the way.
Steve
(more about the retirees in the
Next issue.)

what has been achieved I hope you
will forgive us. You, our members, are
very important to us. I was very sad
that I could not deliver the Informer

out to get the BoilerHouse open to
the public so that we can start
earning again.
In fact, I don't believe there is a
Waterway museum in the country
with a visitor space anywhere near as
good as ours has turned out to be.
Working closely with the Holovis
team often with some serious
debates we have achieved far more
with the money available than we
could possibly have imagined at the
start of the project.
All of this meant that we had no
time to produce newsletters and the

Informer to tell you our members
what was going on. So when you see
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on time. You can get your Informer
on-line and save the world! Well a bit
of tree and the postage anyway.
E-mail Mike on
foxtoncanalmuseum@gmail. com

Preparation

Mike Beech

First we had to move
all of the collection to the store.
With time running short this was a
daunting task. But it was made much
easier with the help of our great
volunteers , a grant from East
Midlands Museums and the help of
two professionals from

they also worked hard and worked
well with our Volunteers. Using a
rented van from Protheroes, we
transported it all to a rented store
a few miles away.

Leicestershire Museums. The
grant paid for all of the
packing cases, tissue paper, and
bubble wrap we could possibly use and
the time of the professionals. Not
only did they know exactly how to
pack a collection (they were the same
people that cleared out Harborough
Museum when it was refurbished) but
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Penny’s Paper
By Penny Arscott
What a whirlwind it has
been over the last 5 months.
Workshops over at Holovis discussing
target audiences, look and feel of the
museum, how we would get over the
story of the Lift through 3D graphics
and interactives. They were so many
elements to think about. And then
the moving out, “Mike does this piece
of rusty metal really need to go into
storage?” It was an interesting
exercise and sometimes hard but we
did manage to get everything in
storage with the odd artifact
rehoused.
We still hadn’t finalized the
layout of the museum. It was nearly
February and the builders were
already demolishing parts of the
museum! Mike and I certainly had our
work cut out and so did Holovis. Mike
was writing script for films,
producing films, and writing the story
for the interpretation panels just to
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name a few things.
I was producing designs and drawings
for the shop and the showcases, as
well as designing the graphic panels.
I’ve had quite a history lesson
whilst working on the panels and what
an amazing collection of photographs
the Trust has.
With Easter fast approaching
the new layout was taking shape but
there was uncertainty that we would
be open in time for the school
holidays. The film, which was created
to tell the story of the Lift, Locks
and Lives, was taking longer to
render. Holovis had to buy in a more
powerful computer to deal with it.
On the 25th April we finally
opened to the public. There are still
lots to do behind the scenes but the
museum looks great. Please spread
the word that we have a fabulous
refurbished museum.

The old fittings and
mezzanine were
removed, together with
the suspended ceiling
and all of the
electrics, apart
from one power
point for the
Kettle!

A few large
items like the boat had to stay,
but this gave us the opportunity
to give it a thorough clean and
inspection. Some possibly live
woodworm was found and
treated. The boat’s oars were
badly infected.
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All Change At The BoilerHouse
Mike Beech
When we received the news
that Leicestershire Promotions had
secured an Arts Council Grant for us
we still didn't know just how major a
change that would be to what we do
at Foxton. As far as the Museum is
concerned the change could hardly
have been bigger.
Effectively, the building was
gutted and we started again. It is
entirely different to the Museum we
had 12 months ago, and you really
need to visit to get the full effect.
The pictures in this edition give you
some ideas and the articles give some
indication of what is now available to
the public for the modest sum of
£4.00 and which is, of course, still
free to our members.
We also have the Foxton App
download this and upgrade for £3.99
to get all the benefits. Visitors can
use a voucher in the app gain entry to
the BoilerHouse. We can’t offer a
refund for members as the App store
doesn't give us any way of doing that,
but as enthusiasts interested in
Foxton and particularly the Inclined
Plane, the content of the App is just
fantastic. You can even play the
Foxton Quest, and that may take
several visits to complete!
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There is still a lot to
do, and we will soon start to look to
the future and consider the big
question, What Next?
The next big change is that I am
retiring in September. I will be still
be at Foxton on average three days a
week as my part time job, and
probably a bit longer as a volunteer.
It is important that we hand over
the running of what is now The
BoilerHouse to someone that can
continue to keep it an award winning
Museum and make the improvements
that are needed future proof the
institution. With my recommendation
The Committee had already appointed
Penny Arscott to start work, first as
my assistant and then from
September we will swap roles. Over
the last four months we have proved
that we work well together. We have
many similar skills and some
important complementary skills. Now
we need some new volunteers to help
us and that is proving to be a very big
challenge!

So what did we do?
Mike Beech
The building was
completely gutted. Walls were
repaired, ceiling removed. The only
thing left was a small section of the
mezzanine, the boat and a few bits
too big or heavy to move to the store.
For my part I had thought “what
shall I do in the winter when it is

Penny and David Arscott suggested

closed for refurbishment?”. Well,

leaving it as bare concrete, and

that was easy, just work every day

experiments proved that this solved

and when not actually at the Museum

the condensation problem and with

work on the computer at home. There the addition of pipe work and conduit
was so much to do and so many things for the electrics it works rather well.
to get agreement on that the time

We will be adding insulation above

just melted away. I am not

later in the year after the estimates

complaining - it was just like the old

come back. Why does it take people

days when we were first building the

so long to respond with an estimate?

museum, hard work but with plenty to Do they not want the work? In the
challenge my skills and plenty of fun.
The ceiling gave us a lot of head
scratching. The old one had to go and

picture above you can see one of the
projectors.
All of the timber in the old

the prices for replacing it with a

Museum was salvaged. I had

horrid modern thing were high. One

suggested that we work on the idea

of the problems we have had was

of packing cases for the furniture,

condensation - water vapour went up Penny with help from David refined
through the insulation, hit the cold

the designs with the carpenter and I

concrete of the roof and dripped

think it has worked very well. But the

back sometimes with disastrous

timber looked a bit bare so a finish

results.

was needed. We came up with the
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idea of painting it with a grey stain,

LED display case lighting

one of the paints for outdoor
furniture and then before it dried,
we wiped it with a damp cloth, this
removed the paint from the top of
the grain giving us a very satisfactory
packing case look, which also manages
to look modern. To finish it off, I
suggested putting Gwynne’s of
Hammersmith (the Lift builders) in

With the exception of the upstairs

stencil on the surface. Then I

office, all of the lighting is LED,

thought cutting the stencil would be

mostly with conventional looking bulbs

difficult, but we found a firm on line

but the cabinets are lit with a printed

which wanted £30, so everyone said

circuit strip that looks nothing like a

it was your idea you had best do it!

bulb until it is lit. There are several
advantages to LED, it is the cheapest
form of lighting to run by a long way,
it gives of no ultraviolet light which is
the most harmful, causing fading of
artwork. Unlike the low energy bulbs
were all forced to buy, LED don’t
have harmful gasses or mercury in
them, and they are forecast to last
for at least 25 years. Fluorescent
lighting in the office was recycled
from the old shop; at some point in
the future we will replace those as
well.
To sell the App, which will gain
some income from visitors, would
need a much better internet
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connection through Wi-Fi than

could be provided with the existing

considered detrimental to visitor

landline. We had got excited when

numbers, it also seemed silly to be

the local council announced a deal

heating or cooling the interior of the

with BT, an upgrade to superfast

building with the door wide open. So

broadband for all of the local villages, the project has included automatic
they had the TV outside the museum. sliding doors. The rules say that
I even got on TV saying how useful it

these doors have to be linked to a

would be. Sadly whilst Foxton now has fire alarm so we had to have a fire/
an improved internet, Gumley has not burglar alarm fitted. The burglar
and our landline comes from Gumley.

alarm is important as we now have

So the only solution that showed

some expensive to replace equipment

promise was a satellite dish. This
currently sits on our roof out of
sight from the locks and the lift, it
should have been in the back yard
but a tree blocks the signal, it is a
rather weedy tree on a site with
lots of trees but we were not
allowed to cut it down (someone
important said just cut it down and
no one would notice but we were
too honest for that).
The windows also had a
condensation problem, the solution
was internal double glazing.
we had to use a solid top part as
having an elliptical glazing system
specially made was far too
expensive.
Having the front doors closed
in inclement weather was
9

were suggested and eventually we
gained a layout we could all live with.
I am confident that what we now
have works well and, sitting in The
BoilerHouse writing this between
visitors on a wet day, everyone is
leaving happy, which is what it is all
about.
We opted to design the graphic
panels ourselves, this left more
money for Holovis to do the High
tech supper modern stuff. We threw
some ideas about, I researched the
content and Penny pulled it all
together.
Getting everything back in was, in
some ways, worse than getting it all
packed and stored away. We had to
select the objects that fitted the
in the building. Opening up in the
morning is now good fun; 2 padlocks, a
lock on the automatic doors, and
unset the alarm, then reset the inner
doors to auto - so it is best to start
early!
The layout gave us the biggest
headaches with designers offering
suggestions and Penny and I fighting
them. I did, at one stage, consider
walking away from it all. Compromises
10

story and the new space. Time for
the Volunteers to come back again.
A very good response got everything
we could cope with back to Foxton.
With the help of the volunteers,
Penny and I then had to sort, clean
and display it all, fasten the signs to
the walls with the help of the
builders, and then write the labels
for it all. You can’t write the labels
until you know where and how it all

fits together.
The builders were very helpful,
suggesting at times how to improve on
the design and how to do something in
a more economical way without
compromising on quality.
Then we get to the technical
bits. There are lot of technical bits;

you get to the first look at the boiler
game. This is a great attraction to
the younger visitors and most adults
have to give it a try. You feed the
boiler with coal and the lift runs, but
be carful you can put to much coal on
and risk blowing the boiler up!
The space is divided by life size

this is where the contractors Holovis graphic of the end of the lift tank,
and the only remaining sleeper rail, all
really excelled. On entering the
display space you are greeted by Fred set up at the correct 1 in 4 angle.
the Navvy boss. You may have met

Behind this is Peter Cook’s model,

him; he is in disguise most of the time It now has a new cover thanks to the
as our committee man Derek Harris. generosity of one of our members
There is a film on a big TV explaining
how the locks work, the content of
that was left to me. Round the corner
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who donated in recognition of all the
hard work Pete put in over the years.
Unfortunately we haven't got it

working yet, we need the help of a
very competent model electrician, let
us know if you can help.
This space at the back of the
building is our cinema. Projected on
the rear of the partition is what we
think of as Fred’s film. The short
animated film gives the story of our

partition and you see the still very

local canals and the lift, with the

popular boat. This has the addition of

accuracy and economy of the best TV sound and some graphics inside
adverts it is all there, saves a lot of

showing what the real thing looked

reading. The intermission shows some like. You may recognise the person
of our archive pictures projected on

speaking in the boat - she is usually

the large screen.

found at Foxton Boat Services.

The walls are covered with our

Mary’s voice was ideal and she was

collection of waterway signs and we

able to modify my script to fit her

have a new purpose made display case way of speaking.
for the small items recovered fro the

Next to the boat we have our

lift site. Go back to the front of the cargo display, you may remember the
12

large barrel which was delivered
to us by boat from London Canal
Museum. This now has the
addition of another screen
showing clips of film about
cargoes. It has sound via
headphones and the soundtrack
is a song from ‘Life and Times’,
all about the loads that were
carried.
We are very pleased with the big
new display cabinet for the
painted ware, Measham, and
plates.
Gill Cook produced the curtain
for the backdrop. People have

items before, but they were there in
the Museum, so it must be the new

commented that they have never seen display we have !

10

We even have our own
brand of beer!
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We now have the classic system of guiding visitors in past the pay desk and
out via the shop. The shop with new fittings and new stock. We are still waiting for the license to sell the beer, but we have some very tasty ‘Lock keepers Favourite’ biscuits and sweets which are selling well

15

Farewell and Thank you

Sadly one of the folk
performers who have
supported us for several
years especially at
Christmas died of cancer
in May. George seen here
at one of our events last
summer was part of a trio

Donations
We are very fortunate that to have so many
kind and generous people making donations to
us. Last year we received £2,000 in
donations. Many of these were gift aided which
increases the amount that we receive by a
further 25%. And 2015 is also looking to be
another good year for donations as during the
first month of the year we have received
£518. A big THANK YOU to all who made
donations to us.
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’New Seekers’. They
specialised in Seekers
songs but performed a
wide range of material. He
performed his last concert
here at Christmas when he
told us of his illness. He
will be missed a lot by the
Foxton Folk Club.

Volunteering and the Festival
Are You coming to the
Festival? It will be a good
event and if you could
spare any time at all you could help

committee members to help direct

make it a fantastic event. If you

the Trust. As you will have read

could offer some time to help

elsewhere Steve Bowyer is retiring as

organise it, or set it up before the

Chairman so we need a replacement.

opening, or take it all down

This is a real concern as if the

afterwards, Ann will be very pleased!

numbers drop too low we cannot

We need Volunteers all year

legally operate, if you are interested

round, some of the ‘old stalwarts’ who in coming on the Committee you could
we have relied upon to help run the

come along for a couple of meetings

museum have now retired so we need

to see if it suits you.

replacements.

Send Cathy a call if you are

A big concern is finding new

interested: Cathyfleming@gmail.com

Festival 20th & 21st June
Planning for this years festival is well to print there is still a little bit of
underway. Ann tells me the line-up for space left for boats and a few sites
the evening music festival is the best for camping.
ever, we have lots of boats, crafts
and of course Vikings!

As usual, FIPT members get in free.

Are you a dog owner? Bring your
four-legged family members along and
enter the fun competitions. As we go
17

New Wildlife
Walk
At the top lock, between the
top side pond, lift arm and
main canal, is a bit of
overgrown land. CRT man
Mark suggested to his
bosses that it be used to
create a space for visitors
to enjoy the wild life. The
space was overgrown with
bramble and considered low
for wild life value. CRT are
putting some money in, we
helped by sending our
Chairman as our volunteer
18

contribution.

Membership and Volunteers
by Val & Ann
We are adopting. a new
online membership system. To try
improve the membership database
and also attract new members,
particularly the younger, more
internet savvy, generation we are
putting our database online at
www.membermojo.co.uk/fipt. Nothing
will affect the way you pay your
membership, you can still pay cash,
cheque or standing order but this also
gives you the opportunity to pay by
debit and credit card via PayPal. This
system will automatically generate
email reminders when your
membership is due or overdue and
acknowledge receipt of payments. It
will also allow you to print your own
membership card at home should you
so wish.
Your data will be totally secure and
no one will be able to access your
details on the system apart from
designated admins, as once the

confirming
membership
and giving
you details
of how you log in. As we upload those
of you who have renewed your
membership this year you will receive
an email thanking you for renewing
and confirming details of the payment
made. All this will be badged with the
FIPT logo and come from Foxton
Inclined Plane Trust as the email
contact. It will also enable us to email
directly those of you who have
agreed to receive your quarterly
Informer electronically, alerting you
when it is available for viewing.
It is therefore imperative that we
have your up-to-date email details to
enable us to maintain your
membership details, so don’t be
surprised if you receive a phone call

system goes live and we have

from Val asking you for your email

once you have received an email

members who

uploaded all our memberships you will address sometime over the coming
months. We still welcome those
only be able to access your record
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So Who is Penny?
Penny Arscott has been
employed to take over from Mike in
September. This year she is working

Leicestershire I

as Mike’s Assistant, but come

became self-employed. I provided

September they will swap roles and

graphic and web design for small

Penny will be the Keeper for The

business. I was also involved in

BoilerHouse. Penny says:-

designing and producing the

‘ I have always enjoyed visiting and

promotional DVDs for Cooperative

working within art galleries and

Travel North East.

museums. As a student I worked at

After having my children, I realized

the National Galleries of Scotland as

that I wanted go back to working in a

a shop assistant and a gallery warder. museum and volunteering was the way
When I had completed my degree I

forward. I have been at Foxton for

worked as a junior designer in a

four years now. I’ve helped at the

museum and exhibition company. I got Foxton Locks Festival, designed
the opportunity to work on some

panels for the museum and recently

amazing projects including the design been very involved with the
of the Royal Welch Fusilier Exhibition refurbishment of The BoilerHouse.
at Caernarfon Castle and the

I thoroughly enjoy working at Foxton.

Blockade Exhibition at the Maritime

I know I’ve got lots to learn but I

Museum in Malta. When I moved to

have a very good teacher, Mr Beech,
who I enjoy working with.’

Membership [continued]

We hope you will like these more

are not technically minded and you

up-to-date methods, which we are

will still receive your membership

introducing as we try to reduce costs

reminders and Informers in the same (particularly postage) and as we take
the Trust forward into a new era.
way as at present.
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The Tradition of Narrow Boat
Crochet Work
The transformation of the
Foxton Canal Museum into the
BoilerHouse (at Foxton Locks) has
given us the opportunity, and
challenge, of reviewing an enormous
amount of material that was
previously either displayed or
archived, and deciding its future. We
also had to research the labels and
graphic panels for the new displays,
even if we thought we knew the
subject well. We have on display a
couple of pieces of Crochet work,
reproduced here is an original article
we used as research. It provides a
fascinating description of the
crochet work made by boatwomen to
decorate their working boat homes.
~~~
Like so much of the canal art
traditions, the origin of cabin crochet
is lost in the mists of time, but it
probably originated from the
Victorian habit of adorning every
conceivable surface with some form
of decoration, even to the extent of
trimming the edges of shelves and
mantelpieces with edgings of cut
paper or lace, and after the middle of
the 19th Century when crochet was
introduced into this country, these

styles could be
emulated in the humblest homes with
the use of ‘poor man’s lace, or crochet
work.
As the tradition of enhancing the
appearance of canal narrow boats
with painted designs grew over the
second half of the Victorian era, so
did the boatpeople’s pride in their
boats. When married boat men began
to bring their wives to live on board in
the tiny cabins, the women wanted to
make their homes as pleasant as
possible, but the ornaments had to fit
in, without taking up space that that
could be more usefully utilised.
With her crochet work, the
boatwoman was able to create, with
her own hands, beautiful articles to
adorn her home. Originally, some of
the wives brought their crocheting
skills from their life on the bank, and,
copying their land counterparts, hung
narrow strips of crochet lace around
the edge of the shelf above the
stove, and the small shelves. The
trimming usually had one straight
edge, by which it would be pinned to
the wood, and one edge of ‘Vandyke’
points, also sometimes called the
21

‘pointed Rover’ by some of the
boatwomen. Deeper lengths of lace
would be pinned up around the cabins,
where the walls joined the roof, and
in every other available nook or
cranny. inside their cupboard.
The bed ‘ole was screened from
the rest of the cabin by curtains
which could also be edged with
crochet, as could aprons, hanging
pockets and the elaborate bonnets
the women wore in Victorian time and
on into the twentieth century, long
after the fashion for such headgear
had died out on the bank. Shawls for
the women and babies would also be
crocheted.
Some boatwomen made brightly
coloured embroidered and crotched
belts for their husbands, and sewed
and knitted the clothes for their
children.
Canal boats were originally horsedrawn, this tradition lasting up until
the middle of the twentieth century
for a diminishing number of boat
people. A good horse or mule was
highly valued , and would be provided
with crochet ear caps, often
decorated with a multitude of
brightly coloured tassels, which would
help to protect the ‘hanimule’ from
the clouds of flies as he plodded
along the towpaths.
Naturally, as many of the boats
carried dirty cargoes and visited
filthy wharves, the women had to
22 work really hard to keep their

small homes clean and neat. The
crochet lace must have become grey
quite quickly, but being made of
cotton it could be boiled white again,
and pulled back into shape quite
easily.
An insular group, boat people often
married late into other boating
families, and loaned older children to
help crew other boats. To meet with
family members and friends at
regular mooring places must have
been a much-enjoyed but infrequent
pleasure. Whilst the women caught up
with the news they would haul their
heavy washtubs onto the towpath and
boil and pound their clothes into
cleanliness, before hanging them to
dry along the boat. At such times
they would also pass on to each other
new crochet patterns, demonstrating
how they would be made and maybe
supplying a friend or relative with a
small sample of lace, which could then
be kept in a pocket and copied. Most
of the women had no opportunity to
attend school, so were unable to read,
but once the basic crochet stitches
had been learnt, a pattern could be
copied from a sample without the
need for literacy skills. The local
names of the patterns and stitches
would be handed on from one
generation to the next, along with the
skill.
Patterns may have had regional
or family traditions. There are many
variations of daisy patterns for

example, which may have come about
as each woman copied a piece of
crochet, but gave it their own touch,
or made a mistake which was then
adapted into the design.
The patterns are constructed from
fillet crochet which is a net of square
holes and filled blocks. The design is
‘drawn’ in filled blocks, and usually
consists of a repeat pattern which
makes up one ‘point’ of the net. Once
the crocheter has mastered the first
‘point’, she can then refer back to
that until she has completed the

required length.
Other designs used on boats varied
from the very simple, using geometric
shapes such as diamonds, triangles
and hearts to more complex patterns
such as horseshoes, stars and
flowers.
Although usually made from
natural cotton which could be boiled
white, some women added finishing
edges of reds, pinks and blues, to
enhance their work.
[Liz Bryant]

Comment by Mary Matts
This is a article is good, and written in the style of the writer, which is fine.
The only thing I could possibly add is that crochet can be done while still
guiding the tiller of a butty, especially on long straight pounds (whereas
knitting requires full use of two hands) It is also compact, and can be
stuffed in a ‘pinny’ pocket when duty calls. One of our camping boat lady
crews produced a vast amount of crochet whilst on the move.
Specific motifs or patterns could easily be incorporated, and today there
are still a number of people producing crochet for modern boats. The
Waterways Craft Guild have members specializing in such work, as well as
costume, painted ware, ropework, and many other canal-related skills.
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Roy Nichols, Trevor Towers,

Membership

is open to all who have sympathy with

the aims and objectives of the Trust upon payment of
the appropriate subscription:

£9 Single- renewable Jan 1st
£12 Family - renewable Jan 1st
£150 Individual Life

The BoilerHouse

is run by the Trust and its vol-

rhpickering45@gmail.com

unteers. It holds extensive collections of artefacts,

(Retiring in May 2015)

models, archives, and photographs of the Lift site and

Punblicity
Derek Harris
Membership Secretary
Val Britcher - contact as BoilerHouse
Company Secretary, Museum Keeper
& Editor of the Plane Informer
Michael Beech
(Retiring in September 2015)

associated waterways. The Museum has won numerous
awards and contains something for everyone and every
age, including touch screen interactive displays, a play
boat and working models, the boiler game and large
screen projections. Refurbished in 2015.

Plane Informer: Nothing printed in these pages
may be construed as Trust policy or an official statement unless stated otherwise. The Trust and its employees accept no liability for any item in this journal.

info@fipt.org.uk

Press Dates - For copy to be included in the Plane

0116 279 2657

Informer, it must reach the Editor, at the Boiler-

Museum Assistant & Minutes Secretary
Michael Cooper
mandscooper657@btinternet.com
24 Tel (01858) 467674

House, before these dates:

Winter: Mid-November

Spring: Mid-February

Summer: Mid-May

Autumn: Mid-August

Visit us on www.facebook.com/FoxtonCanalMuseum

Our new bespoke display cases
hold items which were on show
before but are now so much
better displayed that visitors,
visitors
who knew the old museum well,
think that it is the first time
they have seen those items.

The boat is still with us but now
has the voice of Mary Matts

The New Entrance

Download the
Download the free App for
information on the locks, Inclined
Plane Boat Lift, places to eat and
drink and the Discovery Trail.
To make the most of your visit to
Foxton Locks and to enjoy the full
inclined plane boat lift virtual reality
experience upgrade the App for just
£3.99.
The Foxton Discovery App uses the
latest technology to recreate the
Inclined Plane Boat Lift. By using your
smart phone or tablet device you can
see the boat lift magically appear
before your eyes, all in the exact position boats would have made their journey in
the past.
This exciting new Discovery App also provides additional information including Detailed information and multimedia for the Discovery Trail
Voucher that applies the purchase price of the app towards admission tickets to

the BoilerHouse
Looking glass reality which will provide a digital version of how the boat lift on the

Inclined Plane would have looked
Foxton Quest exploration game

